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                    At Danfoss Climate Solutions for cooling, our advanced portfolio of energy-efficient solutions helps you build safe, reliable, and optimized HVACR systems. Plus, our team around the world has frontline knowledge of the latest local and global regulations to help you stay compliant while creating sustainable solutions with ease and confidence.
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Discover the sustainable cooling solutions of tomorrow
        
            The cooling industry is transforming. As environmental concerns rise alongside a rapidly growing global population, we need to build more energy-efficient, connected, and sustainable cooling systems.
We see cooling—an essential function of modern society—as an opportunity to create positive environmental change. And at Danfoss Climate Solutions for cooling, our mission is to support your journey through the green transition.
We do this by offering integrated HVACR solutions, developing new technologies for optimized performance, and providing you with frontline application expertise. With our comprehensive portfolio of advanced products and services—including compressors, valves, sensors, electronics, pumps, heat exchangers, and more—you can build future-proof, energy-efficient, and safe cooling systems.
Plus, our global presence—with sales offices in over 100 countries, R&D facilities on three continents, and manufacturing in Europe, China, India, North America, and Mexico—means we can offer dedicated support and collaboration no matter where you are in the world.
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                                                        Danfoss Climate Solutions

                                                        At Danfoss Climate Solutions, we engineer energy-efficient solutions to help the world get more out of less, reduce global emissions, and mitigate climate change.
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    Refrigerants and energy efficiency
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    Application Development Centers


        
            Our global Application Development Centers offer you expert support and state-of-the-art test facilities for refrigeration and air conditioning.
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    Commercial Compressors


        
            Global leading provider of compressors, condensing units and solutions for the refrigeration, air conditioning and heat pump industry.
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        New podcast - Chilling with Jens

    
        Discover the world of refrigeration. Join Jens as he shares knowledge gained from over 40 years of experience in the cooling industry.

Cool Talk: The good, the bad, and the absolutely terrible
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        The new Ref Tools app 

    
        The essential, all-in-one mobile app for air conditioning and refrigeration technicians. Get the tools, guidance, support, and information you need—on the job and in the field. 
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Our solutions and applications

Danfoss Climate Solutions for cooling consists of the following business units and product lines:

Our solutions
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                Air conditioning
            



            Danfoss air conditioners are durable, energy efficient and affordable, you will find solutions for residential and commercial air conditioning applications.
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                Alsense® for Food Service
            



            ProsaLink is a simple app-based solution for temperature tracking, alarms and HACCP compliance. Made with the convenience store owners, or independent shop owners in mind, it brings the peace of mind you deserve to protect your business and enjoy what matters.
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                Alsense® IoT for Point of Sales
            



            Area for bottlers, OEMs, operators of marketing equipment (coolers, fountains, vending machines, etc.) in the Food & Beverage industry.
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                Aquaculture
            



            Aquaculture is a booming industry set to feed the growing world population. We offer technology and know-how that helps fish farmers and other aquaculture businesses feed the potential with sustainable and energy efficient solutions.
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                Commercial refrigeration
            



            As a leading supplier within commercial refrigeration our extensive product range enables us to support solutions for anything from transport refrigeration to speciality cooling.
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                Danfoss Smart Store ADC demonstrates the journey towards a net-zero supermarket
            



            The need for supermarkets to improve energy efficiency, reduce food loss and minimize carbon footprint is higher than ever before. In cooperation with a Danish supermarket Danfoss has installed all the lasted technologies and solutions to achieve one of the most energy efficient supermarkets possible.
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                Air dryers
            



            At Danfoss we have all the refrigeration solutions, experience and know-how to act as a competent and trustworthy partner for the global air drying industry.
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                Air handling units with inverter
            



            Air handling units with integrated cooling are used in commercial applications for air conditioning in many different kinds of buildings, from small office buildings, fitness centers and medical institutions to skyscrapers.
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                Brewery refrigeration systems
            



            In the brewing industry, control is a keyword all the way from mash to bottled product. Danfoss provides products to meet all brewery industry requirements.
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                Bus and train air conditioning
            



            Danfoss provides bus & train air conditioning parts for energy-efficient systems. Visit us here - and learn more about our transport air conditioning systems.
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                Case controls
            



            Your refrigeration system is the natural place to look for energy efficiency gains. To unlock that potential, you need a controller, expansion valve, and high accuracy sensors that are smart enough to make the technology work together—and a system manager that can help you see and control the bigger picture.
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                Chemical and petrochemical
            



            The Danfoss products for the chemical and petrochemical industry represent high levels of reliability and safety, a long service life and high performance.
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                Stiesdal Hydrogen and Danfoss sign commercial agreement on hydrogen electrolyzer production
            


            
                Wednesday, April 3, 2024

            


            The agreement signals the readiness of Stiesdal Hydrogen and Danfoss to introduce their latest innovation to the global market: an advanced hydrogen electrolyzer solution based on heat exchanger design. 
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                Danfoss BIM Tool Empowers HVAC Industry to Unlock the Potential of BIM
            


            
                Monday, April 1, 2024

            


            Danfoss releases new BIM Tool. The software can be used as plug-in solution for Revit software users, as well as stand-alone solution for all users. MEP designers can benefit from a comprehensive product & assembly library in an easy to use tool which is regularly updated.
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                Danfoss Alsmart™ Universal Controller Platform Wins MCE Excellence Award 2024
            


            
                Friday, March 22, 2024

            


            Danfoss' Alsmart™ programmable controller has won the esteemed MCE Excellence Award 2024 at the MCE Mostra Convegno Expocomfort.
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                    Latest news about solutions for cooling


                Be the first to know about new product announcements, training opportunities, product animations, installation and troubleshooting videos, case stories, infographics, and much more.

Don't miss out on any relevant information. Sign up for our newsletter now!
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                Connect with us

                Follow us to stay up with the latest cooling industry news, updates, announcements, and resources. Of course, we want to hear from you too - so jump in and join the conversation.
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